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“Making Wheat Out of Weeds” 
REVIEW: 

1.  The first point in this parable is that small things can have great influence. 

2. The second point of the parable is that the influence is positive.  

3. A 3rd lesson of this parable is that the positive influence of the kingdom comes from within.  

Christ Himself is building His Church, &  

 the very “gates of hell [hades = death itself] shall not overpower it [The Church]” (16.18). 
 

By the time Christ returns, the slow certain growth will have produced an exponentially enormous outcome. 
 

II. THE INTERPRETATION OF THE PARABLE OF THE WHEAT AND WEEDS  VV.34–43 
 

Jesus’ speaking in parables was not an A_______________ but had been  

God made no alterations of His plan of R________________.  

 The parable was obviously about J__________, & the weeds obviously represented U__________.  

The Disciples did not understand God’s G________ or His plan of R_____________. 

❖ The one who sows the good seed is the S______ O____ M______. 

❖ The field is the W___________.  

The Lord could not have identified the field more explicitly - It is the world, not the C__________.  

This is a picture of the Church in the W________, not of the W_________ in the Church. 

Although Satan is temporarily the ruler of this world, it still B____________ to God. 

Here, the seed represents the sons of the kingdom, whom the Lord S________ throughout the world.  

Christians are not left in the world by accident … 

✓ but are placed there on D__________ assignment from their Lord. 
 

All good seeds were once weeds 
 

The primary purpose of the “good seeds” in the world is to make converts of “weeds,” 
 

➢ The enemy who sowed the weeds is the devil, the E________ O_____.  

➢ The harvest represents God’s J____________ at the end of the age. 

❖ True believers can be identified by their S_____________ (grain) & unbelievers by their lack of it. 
 

The Church age is for E_______________ & not J_______________. 

While on earth, the Lord Himself would not lift a F_________ against His enemies.  

Jesus offered the first sop at the Last Supper as a gesture of love & a final A______ for belief (Jn.13.26).  

Toward unbelievers we are not to have hearts of condemnation but of C________________. 

The Church is called to C_____________ sons of the evil one into sons of the kingdom. 

The Lord makes clear that the separation … would be only at the end of the age.  

The fiery furnace represents the excruciating T___________ of hell - the destiny of every unbeliever.  

Hell will have no C_____________.  

It will not even have the debauched pleasures in which the ungodly love to revel on earth. There will be 

no pleasure in hell of any kind or degree—only torment, “day and night forever and ever” (Re.20.10). 

Jesus’ last word of explanation is H___________: The righteous will shine like the sun in the kingdom. 

The Son of Man will perfectly separate out: the wicked for eternal P_________________. 

This is the F________________, eternal kingdom of our heavenly Father. 
 

God is in the business of making wheat out of weeds, saints out of sinners. 



 

CONCLUSION: 

The Lord has called believers…  

✓ to W____________ rather than condemn,  

✓ to L_________ rather than hate,  

✓ to show M______________ rather than judgment.  

 

________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________ (Ph.2.15) 

 

 

 


